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How to Videos

Firm How to Videos
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How to Get Support or Training from PERSUIT
Technical Support – please email support@persuit.com and let
us know what issues or questions you have. Our support team
is available 24/7.
Training or Advanced Questions – please email
support@persuit.com and one of our client strategy and
success managers will be in touch to arrange a training session.
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PERSUIT Glossary
Alternative or Efficient Fee Arrangement (“AFA/EFA”) – a pricing model that does not rely on pure billable hours to
define the total cost that a firm may bill. While some AFAs rely on an accounting of the number of hours billed (e.g.,
capped fees and collared fees), others imply that an hourly invoice will not be reviewed to determine the billable amount
(flat fees, fixed fees, contingency fees, success bonuses). An AFA that relies on billable hour accounting typically
includes a penalty if the firm exceeds the budget amount (e.g., with a capped fee the firm absorbs all overage beyond
the cap)

Auto Negotiation Period or “reverse auction”– this is a period where the firms have an opportunity to revise their
proposals to be more competitive based on feedback from the PERSUIT platform. Clients can indicate how much
feedback they would like to provide (e.g., total price ranking only, ranking + anonymous fee amounts of all bidders,
ranking + anonymous fee amounts of the lowest bidder only).
Bid Summary – an out of the box report that includes separate rows for each request along with the name and price of
the firm selected and the same for unsuccessful firm proposals.

Bid Summary with Custom Tracking Fields – the same report as above but which also includes additional columns to
provide information as populated in client tracking fields.
Budget Estimates – these are total budget amounts (e.g., $100,000) but which have no ‘teeth’ behind them as firms can
bill beyond the budget amount without any penalty.

Business rules - the specific instructions, situations or constraints under which PERSUIT can be utilised within an
organisation. For example, business rules can include an internal decision-making approval structure or financial
thresholds.
Create Request – the button that starts the workflow of drafting a request to send to firms.
Company Profile – This is where the company’s preferred currency, company name, and savings methods can be
selected.
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PERSUIT Glossary
Copy – clients can copy or duplicate prior requests by clicking on the prior request in their dashboard and then clicking
the “copy” button at the top of the toolbar. This is a helpful way to replicate prior requests even where no template
exists.
Conflict Check – a section in the request draft where the client has the option to require or not require a conflict check
from participating firms. Note that the conflict check is a gatekeeping mechanism in that firms cannot see the full
request draft until after they have indicated “yes” to having cleared conflicts. Clients should include all information firms
may need to clear conflicts within that section.
Contacts Directory – a directory of all the firms that the client has invited to RFPs in the past along the contact email
addresses of those individuals at those firms so that the client can easily re-invite contacts to future requests.
Diversity Module – a section of the request draft that can be turned on or off with one click to add in PERSUIT authored
diversity questions that gather structured % based answers from firms as the diversity mix of the firms’ proposed teams.
Excel Download – this function allows the client to download into excel a side-by-side comparison of all firm proposals.
Firms Tab – The place to see all the firms that have been invited to the request along with their status (e.g., cleared
conflicts, agreed to participate, submitted proposal, etc.)
FAQ and Knowledge Library – the website where PERSUIT stores answers to commonly asked questions, posts training
videos, and stores other help articles.
Hourly Rate Card – the hourly rates of the proposed law firm team members.
Hierarchical Data Field – a type of tracking field that includes multiple categories as opposed to an open text box
tracking field.
Items - In PERSUIT phase level fees are referred to as items. Activities/tasks within phases are called sub items.
Matter Tab – the place to see the details of the information drafted by the client in the request draft after the request
has already been sent.
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PERSUIT Glossary
Material Deviation Clause – a clause that defines the triggers or parameters by which the price may change if the
scope of work needs to be adjusted from that originally anticipated. Some matter types are more ambiguous in their
scope than others and therefore, benefit from including a material deviation clause. This also typically provides that in
the case of an alternative fee arrangement like a fixed or capped fee, the total price cannot be adjusted based on the
number of hours performed – only a material change in the required tasks (e.g., 30% change in the number of major
cost drivers such as number of depositions, dispositive motions, documents for review).

Messages Channels – clients have private 1 on 1 messaging channels with their colleagues (internal channel) and
separate channels with each law firm (external channel). These channels are the principal vehicle by which firms can
submit their clarifying questions to the client during the RFx process.
Preview – a button in the request draft that will show the client a PDF view that is indicative of the view firms will see
when they receive the request.
Proposal – all firm responses in PERSUIT are called “proposals' and are visible by navigating to the proposals tab.
Proposals Tab – the place to find a side-by-side comparison of firm proposals. Full detail view of proposals can be
accessed from within the proposals tab by clicking “view proposal” on the proposal that you’d like to view in more
detail.
Pricing Model* – PERSUIT comes with a variety of different fee type or pricing models to choose from including Fixed
Fee, Capped Fee, Collared Fee, Budget Estimate, Hourly Rates, Contingency Fees, and Success Fess/Bonuses. There is
also an “Other Category” which may be selected to draft specific unique instructions as to your requested pricing
model. The most popular pricing model is a fixed fee where the client defines the assumed activities and
deliverables required and the firms provide a fixed fee that cannot be adjusted unless there is a material deviation in
the scope of work.

* The pricing model simply indicates the way in which the matter will be billed. The technical mechanics of each pricing
model does not impact the firm’s proposal. Law firms have a numeric field to enter some price for all items created by
the client. For instance, the firm may type in $100,000 with a Budgeting Estimate as the pricing model or $100,000
Fixed Fee – there is no technical difference in PERSUIT for either, but the latter implies that the price will not fluctuate
with actual hours worked while a budget estimate is just that – an estimate and the true cost will be determined by the
billable hour.
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PERSUIT Glossary
PERSUIT Request – a “request” in PERSUIT refers to the workflow of request some combination of information,
answers to qualitative questions, and pricing that clients can request of law firms, consultants, and other service
providers. Whether considered an RFI, RFP, RFQ or some other sourcing term is dependent on the language
included in the summary terms and conditions.

•

RFP – means a “request for proposals” that is a legally binding offer for some term spelled out in the RFP terms
and conditions located within the PERSUIT Summary Section. Pricing and qualitative answers will be compared
to select the right firm at the right price.

•

RFI – means a “request for information” and typically does not include language that makes the proposal legally
binding. Additionally, “RFI” indicates a different purpose – the focus is more on qualitative capabilities than on
price. Some clients opt to start with an RFI to evaluate a larger number of firms on basic qualifications before
“shortlisting” to a more limited number of “finalists” for a final RFP submission.

•

RFQ – means a “request for quotes” and typically is no different from an RFP except in that it may include only
pricing information as qualitative criteria may have already been assessed.

Request Draft – once a client has selected a template, a new request draft will be created. This request draft can be
edited such that the template is adjusted to include the specific scope of work and assumptions for the matter at
hand.
Request Settings – a section in the request draft where the client must provide the proposal due date, reverse
auction start and end time (typically 30 minutes), the request currency and requestor name.
Request Tracking – an optional section in the request draft that does not need to be filled in prior to sending a
request. It includes company tracking fields like practice area, matter type, attorney name, etc. that can be filled in at
any time prior to or after sending the request. This information is important for company data reporting purposes.
Savings Method – the formula that will impact how PERSUIT standard reports in-app will be generated. (E.g., if
Average Bid v. Selected Bid is chosen, PERSUIT will calculate savings as the difference between the average starting
proposed total price and the final selected price) Note that only the total price field is utilized as the basis for
PERSUIT in-app savings calculations.
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PERSUIT Glossary
Scorecard – The scorecard is only visible for clients and is a collection of evaluation criteria / “categories” that inform the overall
basis upon which you as the lead lawyer will make your firm selection decision on a matter-by-matter basis. Using a scorecard
helps eliminate potential biases and assists in weighing criteria effectively such that decisions are not reached on ‘gut feel’ nor
made simply based on price. PERSUIT does not do the scoring automatically, rather, it provides the lead lawyer the ability to
create its own evaluation categories (e.g., experience, strategy, price) and to assign his or her own weighting to each category
(e.g., 30% for subject matter expertise). At the conclusion of the RFx process, the lead lawyer should assign a 1-to-5-star score
for each category. The PERSUIT scorecard automatically calculates the scores (based on your ratings) to show you the total
weighted average score for each firm.
Scope of Work – a definition provided by the client to the firm(s) of the requirements of the project along with any assumptions
and exclusions. Typically, the scope of work outlines the client’s expectations on staffing (e.g., 1 partner, 1 associate) as desired,
the deliverables sought (e.g., final presentation or recommendation), and a quantification of major cost driving tasks (e.g., the
number of jurisdictions in scope, or the number of assumed depositions).
Settings – where clients can add data tracking fields (e.g., practice areas) to be able to tag matters accordingly. Settings also
include “Company Profile,” where the company’s preferred currency and savings methods can be selected.
Share Button – clients can add their colleagues to any request to be able to view and/or edit the request by clicking the
“Shared” button and then clicking “add colleagues.” Any colleagues that have access to the request because it's been shared
with them will have the same rights to the request as the original creator and can edit drafts, send messages, and select firms.
Short Text - Within the questionnaire section, short text answers have a limit of 800 characters whereas paragraph answers
have an unlimited character limit.

Tracking Fields – clients can add data tracking fields like matter type, region, lead lawyer, etc. such that at the end of each RFP,
the end user can “tag” a matter with the correct information and pull reports that then include the information populated.
Template – PERSUIT’s requests can come with pre-populated content included in them (a template). This can include things like
pre-saved pricing items, qualitative questions, and a saved Summary Section. Clients typically create separate templates for
discrete matter types that often include similar phases (e.g., employment litigation template).
Questionnaire – The section within the request draft that includes any qualitative questions that the client has drafted and
expects firms to answer.
View Proposal – this allows the client to see a detailed PDF view of the firm’s proposal along with any attachments firms may
have made to their submission.
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PERSUIT Pricing Options
Hourly Rates
Pros
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆

Cons

Familiarity
Rate Transparency
Subjectivity not required
Itemised History
Don’t need to define value or success
Billing process established
Works regardless of volume or service rendered

◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆
◆

No fee predictability
Client carries all risk (cost, bad outcome)
Fee may not match benefit
Penalises the efficient/productive lawyer
Discourages efficiency
Discourages lawyer/client communications
Promotes duplication of effort
Firm not compensated for high risk/value services
Creates conflicts between interests of the lawyer and
client
Causes clients to focus on hourly rates
Time consuming billing process and review
Inherent lack of trust
Focus is “cost” vs. “value”

Capped Fees

Sets a capped budget such that the law firm bills hourly up until a cap upon which they can no longer bill the client
.
Example - The total fee cannot exceed $100K for the matter.
Pros

Cons
◆ Some containment on hourly billing
◆ Can be an effective way for firms to provide
some predictability
◆ Effective if obtained competitively in an RFx

◆ All of the risk is on the law firm
◆ Firms tend to set the cap high
◆ Still dependent on hourly billing and the review of
invoices
◆ Firms frequently aim to hit the cap
◆ Poor incentives are created when the cap is hit
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PERSUIT Pricing Options
Collared Fees
Provides a “fixed fee” and sets a “collar” around that fee such that if the hourly billings exceed the collar, additional work is
provided at a discounted rate. If billings finish under of the collar, savings are shared.

Example - $100K fixed fee +/- 10K. If billings finish at $70K, firm gets paid $80K (bonus = 50% of the savings between total
and the low end of the collar). If billings finish at $120K, firm gets paid $118K (20% discount on billings past $110K).
Pros

Cons

◆ Provides some incentive for the firm to come
in close to budget amount or less
◆ Guarantees the firm that it will continue to be
paid even if the budget amount is exceeded

◆ Still dependent on hourly billing and the review of
invoices
◆ Effective result is an hourly rate with a buffer (10% in
this example)
◆ Firms may not care about the added discount if their
rates are already above market

Portfolio Fixed Fee

Law firm fixes an annual fee for a portfolio of work that can include multiple matters and bills the client monthly 1/12 of the
total portfolio fixed fee.

Example - $10M for all employment litigation cases in 2019 billed monthly
Pros

Cons

◆ Avoids frequent monitoring of tasks
◆ Cost predictability
◆ Less administrative burden

◆ Can set up poor incentives (e.g., handling of case
settlements)
◆ Firm could deploy low cost-resources if staffing is not
decided up-front
◆ Lose billing data over time and struggle to know when
to adjust YOY without shadow billing
◆ Both parties bear risk of over/under billing based on
actual volume of work realised
◆ Poor incentives are created when the cap is hit
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PERSUIT Pricing Options
Matter Flat Fee

Flat fee that will be paid to the firm to represent the client for the duration of the matter.
Example - A fixed fee of $1M in total for the matter.
Pros

Cons
◆ Avoids annual rate increases during the life of
the matter
◆ Matter-level cost predictability
◆ A competitive RFx process can be effective in
providing market prices

◆ Client bears the risk of overpaying if the matter
completes early
◆ Very tough to price at the start of a matter (requires
good historical data on similar matters)
◆ Need to provide detailed scope and assumptions
up front

Phased Fixed Fees

Fixed amount for each phase of a matter worked. Fee is prorated if the case is resolved prior to the completion of a
phase.
Example - $1M total price estimate for matter based on a fixed fee of $100K for early assessment, $100K
preliminary motions, $300K discovery, $200K pretrial, $300K trial
Pros

Cons
◆ Less risk on client in case of early settlement
or dismissal
◆ Cost predictability
◆ Eliminates invoice review and accruals
◆ Market pricing when engaged using a
competitive RFx process

◆ For many matters, it’s hard to determine the scope of
work prior to the start of a matter
◆ Still need to provide specific assumptions for each
phase
◆ Could overpay if phases are defined too broadly
because firms will price in all contingencies
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PERSUIT Pricing Options
Task-Based Fixed Fees

Law firm charges a fixed amount per task or deliverable (i.e., utility patent, H1B visa) and bills the client with fixed lineitem amounts for the activities completed.

Example - $12K per utility patent, $5K per real estate lease, $3K per H1B Visa
Pros

Cons
◆ Avoids annual rate increases during the life
of the matter
◆ Matter-level cost predictability
◆ A competitive RFx process can be effective in
providing market prices

◆ Client bears the risk of overpaying if the matter completes
early
◆ Very tough to price at the start of a matter (requires good
historical data on similar matters)
◆ Need to provide detailed scope and assumptions up front
◆ Tough to account for all activities as some work falls into
the “white spaces” causing firms to fill in with hourly rates

Success Fee

Law firm charges client a fee that is only paid upon the achievement of a predefined outcome. The success fee is often
provided on top of another fee model in order to incentivise the right outcome.
Example - $50K success fee for winning motion to dismiss without leave to amend

Pros
◆ Motivates firms to achieve the optimal result for
client
◆ When used in conjunction with a high discount or
reduced fixed fee, client pays less for a bad result and
more for a good result
◆ Incentivises the firms to take on some of the risk of
the matter
◆ Aligns incentives between client and firm possibly
providing a win-win situation

Cons
◆ You are already paying the law firm to obtain a good
result, why would you also pay a success fee?
◆ How do you define success? Could lead to contentious
discussions later if not well defined
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Contingency Fees
Law firm charges a set % of the amount recovered in the case.
Example - 30% contingency fee such that firm will be paid 30% of the total amount recovered.

Pros

Cons
◆ Only pay for successful outcome
◆ Don’t need to track hourly billing
◆ Client can take on matters that would be
otherwise cost-prohibitive

Contingency Fee
Law firm charges a set % of the amount recovered in the case.
Pros:
◆ Only pay for successful outcome
◆ Don’t need to track hourly billing
◆ Client can take on matters that would be otherwise cost-prohibitive
Cons:
◆
◆
◆

◆ Firm may choose to limit resources or drop the
matter if the cost is getting too high and/or the
probability of outcome or recovery is reduced
◆ % of fees requested by the firm can be significant
◆ Firms may choose not to take the work if the
Firm may choose to limit resources or drop the matter if the cost is getting too high and/or the probability of outcome or recovery is reduced
numbers are not favourable
% of fees requested by the firm can be significant
Firms may choose not to take the work if the numbers are not favourable

Example - 30% contingency fee such that firm will be paid 30% of the total amount recovered.

Hybrid AFA

Multiple fee structures combined to achieve a specific outcome
Example - Fixed fee per phase for each phase of litigation except using discounted hourly rates for discovery with a 5%
contingency based upon recovered amounts

Pros

Cons
◆ Provides flexibility to structure a fee
arrangement that meets specific needs of the
client and the matter

◆ Can be complex to create, engage and administer
◆ Firms may not understand the complexities of the
structure causing billing errors and frustrations
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PERSUIT Pricing Options
Value Adjusted Fees
Fee varies dynamically based on results and/or a number of agreed performance factors. Fee amount can also be
solely up to the client depending on the perceived value received.

Example - A fixed fee is agreed for a scope of work. This fee can be adjusted up or down by the client based upon the
firm’s performance (as provided by the client) on six performance factors.

Pros

Cons
◆ Client more likely to perceive that they
received good value for the services delivered
◆ Client has significant influence on the final
amount of fee paid

◆ Requires true trust and partnership between the
client and the firm
◆ Firm must be prepared to accept a much lower fee
if the client does not agree that the work
performed was of value.
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